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the plan.
Our team has embarked on yet another exciting

our permits. When he agrees that we can minister the

project as we wait for mass gatherings to be allowed

Gospel in his area, we call the villagers via loudhailing

once more, so we can push ahead with our Gospel

to meet us at such-and-such a place in an hour or two.

Crusades. In the middle of July, our Crusade and

By the time we are loudhailing, our sound team is busy

Technical Directors travelled to Limpopo, South

connecting the sound at the spot where our service

Africa, a province in which many of our crusades

will be held. Soon, people gather. After sanitizing

are held. There, they put together a small team that

their hands, we make sure that they sit or stand far

consists of our Limpopo Crusade Coordinator, Ev.

enough apart from each other to ensure proper social

Frank Makhubele and some young, Limpopo-based

distancing. We always break the ice by sharing some

evangelists and volunteers. They equipped them with

COVID-19 awareness, advising them of the regulations

a small sound system, loudhailers, decision cards

set by our government. We then preach a red-hot

and follow-up material. The result? Mini-crusade

salvation sermon that ignites hope and courage. The

after mini-crusade that have already yielded the

response to the altar call for salvation shows how

matchless fruit of souls saved, handful by glorious

hungry people are for God in this pandemic season!

handful! How do they go about it? Ev. Frank explains.

We collect the details of all the new converts and give

“Whenever we enter a village to minister, we knock

them follow-up material. We then give the decision

at the door of the presiding headman and show him

cards to local pastors in the village.”
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the results.
In their first two weeks of these mini-crusades, our team visited the villages of Vuwani, Shihosana,
Nwamatatani, Mukhomi, Machele, Tlangelani and Dumela. We are thrilled to report that 238 precious people
received Jesus as Lord and Saviour and are now being discipled by local pastors. Hallelujah! It is your prayers
and contributions that are making these mini-crusades possible. Because of you, even in the midst of a
pandemic, men and women in rural Africa – who have insufficient resources to access the Gospel online – are
becoming children of God through face-to-face preaching. Heartfelt thanks! These mini-crusades will be held
throughout each week moving forward. Africa continues to be saved!
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